A new method of combined multi-scale decomposition and improved sparse representation (MSD-ISR) used in image fusion is proposed in this paper which has three advantages. As is known that it is hard to determine the decomposition level and it may achieve low contrast in multi-scale decomposition. The proposed MSD-ISR method can solve this problem and on the other hand, we get a higher efficiency in the process of sparse decomposition as well as better preserve the information of the source image. Experimental results show that the proposed MSD-ISR method can achieve better fusion results.
Introduction
A method of image fusion based on the combination of multi-scale decomposition and improved sparse representation is proposed. On one hand, the sparse representation method is applied in image fusion based on multi-scale transform which can combine the advantages of sparse representation and multi-scale decomposition. It can solve the problem of decomposition level as well as low contrast of transform base image fusion [1, 2] . As a result, the proposed method can better preserve the information in the source images. On the other hand, a whole image is used in the process of sparse decomposition but not blocks of image, which can raise the efficiency of sparse decomposition [3] . Five indicators are selected namely information entropy (E), standard deviation (SD), mutual information (MI), mean gradient (AG) and QABF as the objective evaluation index. Results show that the proposed method performed in both the objective and subjective index.
The Proposed MSD-ISR Method The Framework of MSD-ISR
A new method of combined multi-scale decomposition and improved sparse representation (MSD-ISR) used in image fusion is proposed in this paper. We choose the coefficients which have larger gradient in the process of choosing low frequency and choose the larger coefficients of high frequency. The flowchart is shown as follow (Refer with: Figure 1 ). The fusion steps are as following:
Step 1: Get the train_im g . Choose the pixels which have larger area gradient between source images as the pixels of the train image.
Step 2: Decompose both the source images and train image. Using multi-scale decomposition methods to decomposition the source images and train image respectively to get the high frequency and low frequency.
Step 3: Obtain the low frequency reconstruction coefficients and the high frequency reconstruction coefficients using sparse representation. The high frequency and low frequency of the train image are used to train the decomposed coefficients of the source images to get the reconstruction coefficients.
Step 4: Fuse the low frequency reconstruction coefficients and the high frequency reconstruction coefficients. The fusing rules are used as the same as in step 1.
Step 5: Obtain the fused image by using inverse multi-scale decompose method. 
Advantages of the Proposed MSD-ISR Method.
There are three advantages of the proposed MSD-ISR method compared with other methods. Firstly, it can achieve good fusion results regardless of the decomposition level of the multi-scale decomposition method and raise the contrast of the fused image. Secondly, using the preliminary fusion image instead of the source image as the train image can retain more source information. Finally, a whole image is used in the process of sparse decomposition but not blocks of image, which can raise the efficiency of sparse decomposition.
Experimental Results and Analysis

Experimental Results
This experiment is simulated on MATLAB R2017. The source images used are the following four groups, namely lab image, clock image, pepsi image and cup image. The purpose of the experiment is to prove that the proposed MSD-ISR method is superior to the general multi-scale decomposition method. We choose NSCT method as a representation of multi-scale decomposition method. The following are the fusion rules and decomposition layers of the three algorithms in the simulation (Refer with: Table 1 ). Results of Subjective Evaluation. The following are the fusion results of the NSCT-2 layer method, NSCT-3 layer method and the proposed MSD-ISR method respectively (Refer with: Figure. Results of Objective Evaluation. The proposed MSD-ISR method is compared with the NSCT method with different decomposition levels, and four evaluation indexes are selected, namely information entropy (E), standard deviation (SD), mutual information (MI), average gradient (AG) and edge based image fusion objective evaluation index(QABF).The results of the experiments are following (Refer with: Table 2 ). 
Analysis and Discussions
Subjective Evaluation. In order to make a better contrast, we make local amplifications to the fusion images. It can be seen that the fusion images of the proposed MSD-ISR method are clearer in the edge and have more texture information and less artifacts. Compared with the other two algorithms, the fusion results are obviously improved. At the same time, the results of the proposed MSD-ISR method make the human eye more comfortable and more like the source image.
Objective Evaluation. As shown in table 2, the proposed MSD-ISR method can get better results in the above mentioned five indexes, namely information entropy (E), standard deviation (SD), mutual information (MI), average gradient (AG) and edge based image fusion objective evaluation index(QABF). Even if the decomposition level of NSCT method is raised, the proposed MSD-ISR method can still get better results of the five indexes.
Summary
The proposed MSD-ISR method is compared with the NSCT decomposition base method with different decomposition layers in both subjective and objective evaluations. The experimental results show that the fusion images of the proposed MSD-ISR method have clearer edges and more texture information than the compares methods. And the proposed MSD-ISR method achieves better performance on the evaluation indexes. Therefore, we can get the conclusion that the proposed method is an effective method of image fusion.
